Giddy Up Rides is registered trademark with the United States Patent & Trademark office owned by Derek Ro. Since 2011, Giddy Up Rides has been a leader in developing and manufacturing mechanical ride on toys & battery operated ride on’s for the amusement, family fun centers, wholesalers, and individuals.

We are advising that Giddy Up Rides is a member of the eBay VeRO program to protect our intellectual property such as logos, name, images, descriptions and diagrams. eBay’s Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) Program works to ensure that items listed for sale do not infringe upon the copyright, trademark or other Intellectual property rights of all third parties. VeRO Program participants/members may identify and request removal of infringing listings. Giddy Up Rides will protect all company images, works and rights against unauthorized use and infringement. We hold the exclusive rights for our photos, descriptions, graphics, videos, layout, text, and our name and business name. All of our images, photographs, text, logo and designs which appear on our own website are protected under copyright law. Posting our photos, descriptions, graphics, videos, layout, text, and printed materials or others, in association with a sale on eBay will be considered a direct infringement upon our intellectual property and will be subjected to immediate reporting to eBay for violation.

Should you have any questions, please contact us using the information below.

Derek Ro VP

Ph: 888-800-3133 x2

support@giddyuprides.com